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Assessing the decline of wage dispersion in Sweden

Dur recent years more and more economists and

politicians have become concerned about the func

tioning of the labor markets in the Western coun

tries. When l for causes of ris oy

ment and low economic the lack of

flexibil of the labor markets has been for-

ward as one the candidate e anations.

Al though Sweden has not experienced the same in-

crease in as many other coun-

tries, labor market flexibil nevertheless

been intensively discussed. One of the reasons for

this is that sI sh economic and declLL'LJl1~

mobil have coincided with decreas wage

For an economist the rtance of wages for effi-

cient labor markets is obvious. dif-

ferentials incentives to move from low-pay-

and inefficient firms to modern and

firms. If wages in various industries deviate from

the "market-clear "levels, structural oy

ment is likely to arise.

strong reasons exist to believe that egalitarian

rather than effic considerations have u

enced the Swedish wage formation process. Most of

the wage increases have been determined in central

iations between the unions and the oyers

ions. In these iations unions have

struggled hard to realize the aims of the solidar

istic wage pol ,namely general reduction of wage

differentials between industries, firms and indi

viduals. Even though the additional wage drift
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more influenced iona

forces, the basic

fl ibi

riorated.

of the

hv'p()the'sis remains that the

~~Ic'~ish labor market has dete-

The solidaristic wage pol

of "the mode "

has become a centra

ast de-

cades. In

tional

sense it has become one of the institu-

es the wage formation process.

~tu-·m()del - see the contr Turner

this - is y princ es

of the solidaristic wage pol extensive

the labor

measures have

to mit

the wage po
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the

ems caused

to

wage

scientif

s. The pur-

wage dis

a rather in-

rst

little

studies of the

discussion

to be examined.

itica

devoted to such ana

s article is to take a

more el

pose of

Clearly the consequences of the

persion

tensive

distribution

sentative

1968, 4,

in Sweden. Micro data bases of repre

es of the Swedish population from

981 and 1984 wi be used to describe

the nature of which have taken ace in

to
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The age-wage

A first u.J.ml:::u;:::sion in which of the

structure have taken ace is age. This can be seen

in F 1 where actua wages in various age in-

tervals are for the four years.

Figure 1 Wages in various age intervals
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The age ile has lly ess and ess

from the 960's to the 8 In 96 ,

hourly wage for prime wo 3 -45 years

was a twice as as the wage for s,

whereas the wage l in the

s declined to around 50

Another is the in

the relative positions of and el-

1 In 1968, average wage leve s

a de

could be

of age followed

in 1984, the

61-65 years old.amongfound

between 30 and 40 years

cline for the el

These of the age-wage can,

be that age per

way in the labor

ac:cl.lmulation of "humanbe that themarket. It

course, have many causes. It mi

has been valued in a

l" means of work experience has

the re-

on the nature of

of wage equa-

on the data

In order to shed more l

age-wage a

tions has been estimated

Qr\~'~~ive years. 1

are

ions

iaIs be-

eXperLC:11\';c;

on wages, in addi-

both age and

and sex. The estimated

the wageused to

In these

allowed to have

tian to school

can

tween Is of different age differ-

ent amounts of work experience school

1
follvV1l~Lu,-, specification has been used:

+ 1 age 2
<years of work
(years of

5 years
(woman)

+

3

6
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F 2 ays the wages for

als continuous work experience i. e. those

who have worked continuously since the end of

Is with

at the

without

the sepa-lines descrany work experience.

schoo at the age of 16 - and

out any work experience. We start

lines describing the wages for

It appears that some-

Both in 1968

at 45

decline. In the

in 1984 wages are

of age on wages.rate

thing has in this

in 1974 a d

years of age followed a

80 J s the age

increas with age over the whole interval 16-65

years.

Figure 2 Predicted wages for individuals with (i)

9 years of schooling and continuous work

experience from the age of 16 and (ii) 9

years of schooling and no work experi-

ence
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Obvious age per se has been valued in another

in the 80 s to the 60 s.

effects of work experience?

s with con

with-

ia s

the

tinuous labor force

What

The wage

out experience have also ~LJ'~"~'~~. This can be seen

in 2, but the relative dif

icated in F 3.

ials are

Figure 3 Relative wages between workers with con

tinuous labor force participation and

inexperienced workers
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The most notab e is that the re ative

since

of an experienced

sixties. Another

has decl

is

ile which could be found in

of work experience reached a

3shown in F

in the

1968 has almost di~Q~~'ca,~

the re ative

at approximately the age of 5 years, i. e. ,

after about 30 years of work experience. The reason

is estimated rel between wage and

work experience 9 ies that l

work has a positive on wages

during the first 30 years and then turns into

ive one.

human or "learn

ian of the effect of work experi-

ence on wages is the d be un-

ly positive. Clearly our data

this

The only way to

ically

ous effect on the

ain

and

s is that many jobs are

have a deleteri

ical health and

ion

i

since the 60's,

of the wage

ace. This

of the workers • If thecapac

cal jobs

this can

ile which has

is in with the conclusions in I I's last

long term surveyl, it is that activi-

ment are becoming more

develop

ishin

research andties like

<Evaluat the 90 s
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How can these in the structure of wages be

i in terms equal and ic In

a mechanical sense equal has increased, because

the above have definite con-

tributed to wage dispersion among all em

ployees. On the other it is not obvious that

the flatter age-wage iIes have i more

equa ly distrlt.u1:e!d incomes over the life cycles.

are com-

experience is a result of tradi-

to believe that

clearing wages for abor of

age and experience. In lar, it is

believe that the strong decline in

It is

I-'0! '-- .'-JU' l e

various

hard to

vaIuation

tional market forces. In genera r it seems

bIe and tasks have become more

ausi

i-

ing the last and would therefore

re more work experience than before. More

detailed research is of course

answers to

reliable

Educational vage differentials

Tt is a common that walgE~-cjl:t!:e:r..... u~..L ... l s be-

tween groups with long and short educations have

in Sweden. It has often that

univers have been the "los-

ers" in terms of wage increases

ties. This lon lS confirmed

ing

the

seven

ion

provided in 4. The wages

wage ians for s with 9 and 15 years

cases continuous work

16 and 22 years of age,

In both

f rom the end of

re~sJ)eictively) are

, resI=le<:::tl

school

of school

assumed.
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~~_~.L~~~u,_~=ls has taken

F 4 shows that a marked decline in

ace.

wage

it

seems as if most of the re ative for

those with low school took ace 96

197

Figure 4 Predicted wages for individuals with (i)

15 years of schooling and continuous work

experience from the age of 22, (ii) 9

years of school ing and continuous work

experience from the age of 16
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t-.LH.u.... ated

students.

course beofcanIs

The first conc usion suggested these f is

that the "returns to school have declined

y. Sweden experienced an "educational 0-

sion" in the lOs. The compulsory l of

school was to nine years and

fractions of each cohort continued to hi

and ities. This devel was

more generous financia

The reduced wage

rea y ly

cated labor.

The consequences of reduced returns to school

are If y educated s in cer-

tain fie ds of the labor market were rece

monopo rents" the 1960 the "ec!w:::a

tional osion" have doubt ess le

d l allocational effects. If, on the

other the incentives to invest in school

have become too small, the situation is more

lematic. y a di ysis of vari-

ous ional groups is to find out

consequences have been positive or

"

se-

to eIllpJrldSize that

dramatical y.

a certain amount of

not be compa e in

who ob-

the 1980 s.

with

is in order before too

nreturns to schoo

However, some

conclusions about dec

are drawn. It is so

selection

For this reason, workers

school in the 1960s

terms of innate abil

tained the same amount of

Before the ial effects of

l ection into account, no

the l of

conclusion about

to schooling can be
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to examine the Swed-

i data with the new methodo ogical tools 1-

in labor economics.

MaleIfemaIe wage differentials

Is also declined between men

women. As seen in Table 1, the index of ma e

in 1974, 122 in 1981

wages to le wages was 139 1968, 130

121 in 1 84. The

tials fallen in most age groups.

Table 1 Actual wage differentials between men and

women 1968, 1974, 1981 and 1984

Index female = 100

1968 1974 1981 1984

18-65 years 139 130 122 121

18-2 " 124 141 115 113

21-25 " 123 119 111 104

26-30 " 127 128 115 107

31-35 144 125 119 116

36- O " 131 139 126 120

41-45 " 142 128 126 128

46-50 " 148 135 131 130

51-55 .. 149 127 118 118

56-60 " 127 135 2 22

61-65 143 22 122 130

Abasic issue about wage di sexes

is whether women are scriminated against.

is, course, a very diff t

s

ex
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not be anal in any

However, a c oser look at the wage differentia s

can easily be obtained

general have accumul

though we have seen

tional work experience was

that women in

less work experience.

of addi

after around 30

years in the late sixties, it seems

Is can

ausible that

a

unequai stribution work ence between

sexes. In order to compare the wage ials

between men women with equal experience

school wage pnn-.rions have been

for two sexes with the same ana-

variables as above. The est

have been used to

and women who

the

nine years at

wages of men

until the

age of 16 and work cont..L"".."'J .... a until the age of

65. The result wage differentials are di

in 5.

and )
ished 1985.

1 A more
male/
I UI -C'rnrhr

Siv Gustafsson

ion and analysis of
ials can be in

(

and Petra Lantz,
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Figure 5 Wage differentials between men and women

with 9 years of schooling and continuous

work experience from the age of 16.
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It appears that most of wage di Is re-

main even women and men

and experience are

factors can ain

equa school

least three

ia s. First, it

be that "work is a poor measure

jobobtained via

"

humanof the total

a~.U.4U~' Part-time have been much more common

.... "'·..." ... ""s

vari-

men have

between the sexes are not

es. l

tions differ between the sexes. If, e.g.

among wornen.

it

such jobs are

ialswages

should appear. Thi

morel

for with

those in the fl

that women suffer

crirnination.

ence and work

some kind of dis

on work experJ.-betterus

the analysis can be car

The HUS-data will give some oppor-ried

tunities to do this.

wage differentials persist between equal-

educated

Is have declined

men and women,

ly since the late

1960's. Furthermore, 1984 the wage

was very small among those below 30. A in-

ion this f..Luu..Lu,", is that there is al-

most equal between the sexes in the young gene-

ration. It remains to be seen whether s equal

will remain their active careers.

1 The
number

les only measure the
experience.



industrial wage differentials

d s also
ies. One way to illustrate this is to use a

f di the average wage
and below the average all ial

Such a f the
Trade

"cone-l (See Figure 6 ) "In-
" is as LO.

Figure 6 Dispersion of wages between industries,

blue-collar workers

Industries
~--------~ above average

29,6 % All blue-collar workers 12,1 %

Industries I

below average

1959 69 79 83

Source: LO.



From the alloeationaI point of view, it is not on y

is crucial. It is a so

wage structure is

conditions • A

the dispersion

to

sensitive to

spersion of wages - as measured for

the ient of variation or as di

6 - is le both with a and a

flexible structure of industrial wages.

It is to l wage

structure. The in Table 2, which shows the

relative wages for ue collar s in sel

industries, do some se-

lected some, which have been hit

serious structural ems during the seventies

like basic metal ies

- and v .... ue: ... s, which have had very favor-

e demand conditions - like of motor

vehicles and

Has the structure rigid or f exible? This is

hard to say from these and some "stan-

n to compare with. Some s have clearly

taken ace. A marked decline of the relative wage

from 117 in 1972 to 105 in 1 4 has in

building i In other nerisis indus-

tries", however, the relative wages have been sur-

prisingly constant. It is a1so sing that

motor vehicles industry has had a constant relative

wage in of very favorable demand conditions

and rapid expansion.
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Table 2 Relative wages for blue collar workers

in seleeted industries

SNI 2+3 and

turing) = 100

1972 1976 980 1984

(SNI 2) 115 119 114 117

Textile,
l

SNI 32) 85 85 88 87

Manufaeture of
paper and paper

s (SNI 341 102 109 110 116

Manufaeture of
eals (SNI 35) 95 97 98 100'

Manufaeture of non-
metallic mineral
uets (SNI 36) 99 98 101 101

Basie metal
ries (SNI 37> 107 09 108 109

Manufaeture of elec-
trieal
(SI 383) 96 96 95 96

and boat building
(SNI 3841) 117 111 105 105

Manufaeture of motor
les

and accessaires
(SNI 3843) 103 101 00 n.a.

sties ("c-wage").

An internat

find out

l is

~w~u,sh institutiana

to

wage

process

struetures. Still, it is

narily r id wage

~c,m~~ing to argue that the

in the wage strueture the last 12
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to theand

very small incentives -in terms

- to move f rom

tries (textiles,

}'ears have

of

ones (manufacture of motor vehicles and

electrical machinery).

This is not to say that there have not exi any

incentives at all to move between the industries.

First, the

that movers in

ies

l

Bertil Holmiund have

s

nificant wage gains. 1 Second, the

ri have, of course, between the

tries. It be that these so-cal ed " "

incentives are most incentives for

real ocation of labor in ~wcu.~sh labor market.

ine ofHowever, the

motivates

and ris

critical ques-

tion incentives

of the "correct nature the ast 20

years.

The HU S-data l innovative ies

to ana e l detailed data

the causes and consequences of

lected. In ar, the of

are col-

uL'''''Ju-in-

centives" sks) and "pull-incen-

tives ials) can be examined.

To summarize, we have found in this article that

wage Ql.slJersion has dimini in in several

~~...,,~ ..~ions: between age groups, between experienced

between well-educa

and less between men and women;

and between industries. In addition, to

of gross hour y wages, increas

s devel-

l

1 ==.::::...-===.:::::-t...' IUI 1984.
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taxes the 60' s and 70' s

-tax wage Is even

As this raises a

number of issues. Has the reduction of

wage differentials really resulted in more equal

distributed life incomes? Have the ris relative

wages for and the elderly been a ma

cause the lems for these groups

ing the 70's the 80's. Have lves

to invest in "human l" of various sorts been

too l

To what extent s the e industrial wage

structure incentives to move from

"crisis industries" to sectors of

To extent has the overall in

the economy been because this?

One of

collected

can be

viously

most

virtues of the micro data on l

in HUS-project is that such issues

in a much way has pre-

been possible. I one of

modern abor economies

of econometrical tools to

estimate Is of labor micro

mC;~"v'~v~ogical tools and

the HUS research at IUI will

be able to more reliable answers on issues

rai this article.


